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Letter from the
Editors-in-Chief
Dear Readers,
This past year, many of us felt and were able to identify a binary
to describe the experience of living during a global pandemic.
That is, utter chaos paired with unbearable monotony.
Beginning in March of 2020, general mayhem was a fixture of
our new reality.
New health and safety precautions were issued, toilet paper and
disinfectants became rarities, our residential experience at IMSA
was abruptly disrupted, and many of us were thrust into adverse
home situations we could never have anticipated. At the same
time, for many of us, our daily routines became repetitive and
mundane. For the better part of our day, we sat in front of our
devices and tried to learn and engage with others through the
screen. While news of increasing Covid-19 case and death toll
numbers, international health and humanitarian crises, and
social and political movements in the outside world ensued, we
processed, grieved, and hoped within our own personal bubbles
of familiarity.
Art and literature have long been avenues for people to seek
solace during times of tragedy and isolation, and this year was
no exception. While collecting and viewing IMSA student
submissions for this year’s issue, we were continually reminded
that creative expression does not have to be emotional nor
profound to be relevant and important. Rather, the products of
creative expression just have to convey something about its
maker, no matter how personal or insignificant. This year’s issue
reflects IMSA students’ observations and contemplations as they
experienced this year’s challenges in their own way and through
their own lens. While viewing this year’s magazine, you will find
that some students reflected directly on the events of this year,
and many created pieces that reflected the artistry of the
everyday. We are honored to bring you this issue, containing
creative expressions that came about during a moment of
overwhelming uncertainty, fear, and as always, resilience.

Alana Rock '21

Heewon Kim '21

Yours,
Heewon Kim and Alana Rock
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BLACKOUT
Short Story by Shikhar Gupta
“La la la, you are the dancing king! Young and sweet! Only twenty-six! C’mon Jessica, we are almost here.”
Bright sun bearing down on my eyes along with my brother’s uncontrollable need to shout custom ABBA lyrics
tailored to his own life woke me up. But nothing could compare to the immense headache that pulsed with every
breath. Oh god, it was another blackout. This was always my thing when coming up here. It was my first time going
without my parents and still this drive gave me blackouts and headaches, even as a kid on our triannual trips to the
house. This house just meant there would be a blackout. I could expect it at this point. I thought it was the
weirdest thing because it was something more than just what coincidence could explain. But my brother just
always blamed it on altitude. Regardless, I dreaded this trip because the debilitating headaches didn’t let me enjoy
anything. Yet here I am, fate drawing me to the house again so that my life can torture me some more.
The cobblestones leading up to the house clearly hadn’t been maintained in the past 25 years. Small roots and
plants stuck out of the cracks as if they were young kids stretching their arms for the first time. The fence leading
into the driveway was all torn and the pieces that remained intact were coated in graffiti. 4 Pembleton Ct is what the
withered sign said. Its rich oak wood no longer held the welcoming quality it once had. I sat up straight in the
backseat while my brother, Amir, drove his Ford Explorer onto the uneven path, making our way closer to the
house.
I still had no idea why our parents continued to keep this property. It just made more sense to sell it. I hated coming up here so
often. Just looking at the thing gave me shivers. At least it was only going to be one weekend.
We pulled into the round driveway. The fountain in the center no longer worked. The car stopped as Amir changed
the gear into park and turned it off. “Hey Jess, thanks again for convincing us to come back up here after so long. I
know you, Mom, and Dad come up here all of the time. I kind of miss the place you know,” said Amir. No, I didn’t
know. These headaches were hell. But for some reason, there was just something telling me to always come back here. Maybe I
found comfort in the predictability of the headache pain in a time where I needed stability. God Jessica, that’s freaking messed
up. I still smiled back.
“Looks like Oscar already likes it,” he pointed towards Oscar who had jumped out of the car and was running
towards a rock out ahead of us. Oscar was always a big nature guy, plus he was one of the only people that were
there for me during the aftermath of my blackouts last year. The pain was so bad back then and he used to help me
out with everything from meeting homework deadlines to just getting food from the cafeteria. Even if his
perfectionist nature did bother our siblings, I was glad he was here. I even think he agreed to come because he
knew this house was the cause of my pain. He believes in supernatural stuff so he probably wanted to investigate
and find a cause. Whatever.
“Jessica, check out this view!” Oscar had made his way out through the forest and was standing by the bluff’s edge.
I opened my door and popped open the trunk to get my backpack. While Amir and his girlfriend Ellena exited the
front of the car and walked towards the house, I made my way to Oscar. He was standing there with
his signature binoculars and was looking out down the mountainside.
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“Would you look at this view! Jessica, this place is amazing. Why would Mom and Dad ever consider selling it?” I
scoffed as he handed me the binoculars. I grabbed them and gazed around, trying to poke my gaze through the
tops of the pines, but all I could see was green. However, there was an opening by the edge of the river that ran
through the valley. I lowered myself from the rock to get a better view. There I could see a young deer and her
young fawn leaned over to get a sip of the sweet Virginia water. It was a calming scene.
THWISHHHHH...THUNK...THUNK
A black arrow pierced clean through the skulls of both mother and child. Holy shit. “Oscar what the hell! I just saw
two deer get murdered! This isn’t amazing at all!” Oscar didn’t seem phased. “Jessica, it’s just people hunting.
Those deer were unlucky, that’s all. Also, you said that no one had been on this land in forever right? Well, hunters
probably just assumed that no one cared since no one said anything. Don’t worry, it’s just a part of nature.” He
walked back to the house as if nothing had happened, leaving me in a state of disgust. I just don’t understand why
people hunt for sport. I decided to take one last look to see if I could see the awful person who killed them. I want
this to stop, at least while I’m staying here. I raised the binoculars to my eyes once again but this time, the bodies
were gone. What the hell? Now that’s weird. Even that black arrow seemed strange. It almost pierced the animals and
disappeared. I never even heard it land on the ground. Quickly, I ran inside the house, unknowing of what was lurking in
those woods.
The broad stone doorway was in a surprisingly solid state. I was greeted by a mangled “welcome” mat. I walked
through the double doors into the shabby and gloomy foyer. The carpet was frayed. The chandelier held more
spiderwebs than actual bulbs. The windows were stained with some mystery yellow goop. It was always like this
when I came up. I just don’t think we ever got around to cleaning it up since we had the intention to sell it. “Hot
hell, Jess. When you said it was in bad condition, I didn’t know you meant the 16th Century.” hollered Amir from
the kitchen. “Funny, Amir. I know that I’m the only sibling that has consistently been coming up so I’m used to it.
You guys would be too if you came too.” I retorted.
“Ouch, F**K!” Oscar’s voice echoed through the house. Amir, Ellena, and I ran to the library to find him kneeled
over, clenching his knee. “Oscar, are you okay? What happened?” He got up and revealed to us a bloody knee. He
pointed to a sharp pencil that had oddly been jammed the library door. It looks like it might have been planted
there, as a means to hurt anyone who came into here. This house didn’t like us, or maybe it just didn’t like me.
Regardless, Oscar must have caught his knee on the door. “We really ought to be more careful in this house. It’s
always been in this condition. Who knows in what other ways this building has broken down since my parents last
repaired it. Hold up Oscar, I’ll go and grab a band aid from the first aid kit in the car.”
As I quickly scurried my way outside and opened the passenger side door, I couldn’t help but find that pencil
placement strange. I dismissed it. In the glove compartment, I pulled out the first aid kit and grabbed a couple of
bandaids and an alcohol cleaning wipe. I shut the door and turned around. As I walked back to the house,
something caught the corner of my eye. I turned towards the rock Oscar was standing on just moments before.
Nothing. I kept going until I heard the bushes rustle. The hell? Deer never came this close to the house. I stood
still, keeping my eyes hard-locked on the bush by the rock. I couldn’t see anything yet I felt like I was staring
straight back at something, or someone. Suddenly, a black figure jumped and ran straight out of the bush. “Aaaah!”
I let out a loud scream. The human figure turned around and ran back into the woods. Who the hell was that? Could
there be someone else on the property? Were they watching us? “Jessica, Jessica! Are you okay?” called Amir as he and
Ellena left Oscar to run outside and see what was going on. “I-...I-...there was someone right there,” I trembled,
pointing to the bush where the hooded figure had been watching her from.
“Jess you might just be seeing things. Let’s go inside and unpack.
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Then we can head to that diner you told us about for dinner.” replied Ellena. “I guess you’re right. I’m probably
just tired from the drive and my headaches. Let’s go.”
~
We had decided to take out a few of the bikes that Dad had in the garage from back when he and his friends used
to do races out here. The three miles down the mountain to the Diner felt like a breeze for us. Our ride was down a
picturesque empty mountain road and was perfectly complemented by lively conversation and amazing views of
the Shenandoah River. That night we returned from a trip to the Famous Freddy’s Diner. Dinner was pizza and
drinks, something Oscar figured out too soon he was allergic to. He is definitely an odd guy. Growing up he never
tried the soy milk I bought during my vegan phase. Today was his first time having anything soy so that soy flour
pizza crust did not suit him well.
Regardless, I was glad I had convinced my siblings to finally make their way up here after all of these years and
spend the weekend together. For the past like six years it was always just me, Mom, and Dad. Now I got some real
sibling bonding time. It meant a lot since I hadn’t had real support since sophomore year in college, which was
when the blackouts began. I guess someone who always feels pain after trips to the house wasn’t a person people
wanted to be friends with.
~
After we had settled down with our stomachs all full, Amir had the idea to sing campfire songs and tell scary
stories. I was kinda surprised at first because I probably hadn’t been around a campfire since my 7th-grade girl
scout trip to the Appalachians. It was such a classic Amir idea too. I had no complaints. It could probably help this
terrible headache. I could tell Oscar was a little bit hesitant, probably because he wasn’t a scary story kind of guy.
You could tell from the second you met him. I convinced him to join us and we began.
The campfire pit in the backyard was a little small but it did the job. There was a well-built wall in the shape of a
circle all around the pit. It was an open fire with stick stands for roasting marshmallows, except one of them was
missing. Someone had probably stolen it while out here. I wouldn’t be surprised if I found more stuff missing.
“Hey Jessica, did you grab the smores stuff from the car?” asked Amir. “Yup, I got them right here.” We all took a
seat around the campfire as Oscar, the family wilderness expert, got the fire started with the firestarter he packed
with him. Amir wrapped his guitar strap around his shoulder and began to tune his guitar with Ellena leaning on
his shoulder. This evening was coming together.
We spent the first 10 minutes just staring into the fire. While our bodies remained still, we watched as the dancing
flames represented everything we were going through inside back home. This trip was more than just a weekend
off, it was an escape from the stresses of life. Maybe this is why our parents like to spend so much time up here
and keep dragging me along. I find three trips a year kind of unneeded, but hey, a vacation is a vacation.
“Okay, enough of this silence shit, who’s up for some songs?” said Amir, breaking the silence. We all nodded and
broke from our trances. We spent the next 30 minutes singing some sweet rock throwbacks from the ‘80s and
some peak 2014 pop music. Oscar told us about his eagle scout project about improving water quality in valley
towns. Ellena told us about how she was a final candidate for this job at corporate Walgreens. Amir told us about
how his band had just booked some local venues and were finally getting off of the ground. I just told each of them
how much it meant to me that it wasn’t our parents that were up here with me. Whether I liked it or not, this
house was probably my second home and I was glad I had my siblings here. Afterwards, Amir said that it was time
for some scary stories. I grinned and his eyes immediately darted to Oscar as I saw a feeling of discomfort creep
up on his face. He looked back at me and in that instance it was as if my returning glance told him
that there was nothing to worry about.
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“Have you guys ever heard of the story of the Creak?” We all shook our heads saying no. Amir began his story.
“‘Creak’, a sound, faint, distant, but still heard.
‘Crack’, something snapping, or being trampled on.
The man sits in his room, reading. The room is silent except for the quiet fire burning.
‘Creak’... Just the house settling, nothing more.
‘Crack’, Perhaps some small animals outdoors.
‘Whoosh’, Was that the wind?
The man stands up and peeks out the window. A clear night is all he sees, the full moon brilliant
in the sky. Laughing at his nervousness, he returns to his book.
‘Creak’, the man now silently chuckles at the sound.
‘Crack’, how could he have been scared of some sounds.
‘Whoosh’, must be breezy out tonight.
‘Thump’…did that come from within the house?
The man stares into the fire, trying to calm his jangled nerves.
‘Creak’…
‘Crack’…
‘Whoosh’…will the sounds never cease?
‘Thump’…’Thump’…’Thump’…
Closer, he thinks, the sounds are getting closer. He shuts the book and closes his eyes, and thinks of something
besides his wild imagination.
‘Creak’
‘Thump’
‘Crack’
‘Thump’
‘Whoosh’
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‘Thump’…’Thump’…’Thump’…a pause? The man moves quietly, slowly, towards the door with a
nervous gait. ‘Thump’…a step back…’Thump’…yes, it’s getting closer. ‘Thump’…he stares at the door,
trying to somehow see through it…’Thump’…he reaches slowly for the doorknob, hand shaking, no
longer able to take not knowing…’Creak’, a loose floorboard, near the door outside…’Thump’, he s
lowly opens the door…
‘A scream’
…silence…”*
“Holy shit Amir, that was insane. I’ve got shivers already, you didn’t have to make them worse.”
replied Ellena. We all chuckled.
Amir continued. “Wait, wait. I have another one. Except this one is really freaky because it’s about
our parents.”
“Ew Amir I don’t want to hear about that. That sounds like a terrible story,” echoed Oscar.
“No, what the hell, it’s not about that. That’s gross. It’s a real story about what happened on a trip
up to this very same house.”
My interest peaked. A story about this place that I didn’t already know? We all nodded curiously.
“Ok, let’s begin.
27 years ago, Mom and Dad had come up to this exact house on a weekend getaway with their siblings. This house
has been in the family forever so they used it too.
So, one one trip, they had come back from a trip to Freddy’s and Aunt Amirah decided to stay outside and get some
fresh air because of some chronic head pain. No one suspected anything strange until they heard loud rustling
footsteps outside and then a thud. Mom was confused but the others just told her to continue their game of poker.
They didn’t do anything until 15 minutes later when Mom went to go check on her. Aunt Amirah was gone.
They all desperately began to search and they couldn’t find anything. When the police came, Mom told them
everything, even about the rustling outside. However, they couldn’t find her.
Now, remember back at Freddy’s when I went aside and started talking to Old Freddy? I asked him about that
night. He told me that the rumour was that she had been taken by the spirit of the house. He told me that this
house had been in our family forever and that every 25 years or so, it took someone to become the new spirit.
It’s our family curse. This house always takes someone in our family. Aunt Amirah. Remember they never
explained how Grandpa Khalid’s brother died. Even people before that. The house drags our family back to it in
whatever way it can so that it can take another victim.”
Amir left us in silence. Could it be? I mean, Mom never really explained how Aunt Amirah passed away. She just told us that
she had an accident. Dad told me that she had run away. Also, what was all that stuff about the house
always bringing the family back to it?
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“I don’t believe it. It’s ridiculous. You’re telling me that a spirit is in this house and is taking your family
members?” replied Ellena.
“I never said I believed it. I’m just telling you the story,” said Amir.
We just sat there in silence. Oscar was shit scared. I was so confused. And Amir and Ellena just wanted to go back
to their bed, it was getting late.
The bushes behind us began to rustle. Just like if someone was watching us.
...
WEAAAAGGGHHHHHHAAAAHHHH!
We all turned around to hear the blood curdling scream coming from the woods. “WOAH, WOAH. What the hell
was that?! Everyone inside, now!” screamed Amir. We all ran inside but before we could reach the door, a man
dressed in all black flew out from the woods and blocked our path. No way, was this the guy I saw earlier by the car?!
Ellena clenched Amir’s arm. His other arm was in front of me and Oscar. “What the hell! THE SPIRIT!!!” shouted
Oscar, “Quick, everyone to the car!” We all ran to the front but there was no car to be seen. It had been stolen. But
I saw no tire marks. I ran towards where it was parked absolutely puzzled and scared for my life. I turned around.
But no one was there. No Amir. No Ellena. No Oscar. No ghosts. No house. No mountain.
Everything faded into the dark.
Blackout.
~
CREEAAAK
The sound of the metal door woke me up from the blackout. I heard someone walking behind me. The searing
headache threatened to melt my brain. I couldn’t stand up.
I laid on the floor, surrounded by stacks of dried hay. I was in a cellar of some sort. In front of me, from a hook in
the ceiling, hung the dead body of a deer. Underneath it, in its pool of blood, was a stack of smaller bones. I tried
to turn around but I hurt too much.
“Jessica,” whispered a raspy female voice from behind me. I froze. Who the hell was that? Where were Amir, Oscar, and
Ellena? Where am I? “Slow down with the questions, Jessica. There will be plenty of time for that later.” Can they hear
my thoughts? “Yes, I can.”
“Who the hell are you?” I weakly shouted.
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“As I said, all your questions will be answered. But first, I wanted to tell you how much I admire you keeping your
connection to this house. Unlike your siblings, you always kept coming back. This house brought you back. I
brought you back.” Oh how I wanted to turn around and punch whoever this was.
“What do you mean? No one made me come here.” I asked.
“Of course I did. Why do you think you have these terrible headaches? That was all me sweet Jessica. With every
blackout I drew you closer. I even made your parents help me out by making them bring you back here all those
times.”
“But...how? You can force us to do things? Who are you?”
“Jessica, I am much more powerful than you think, and soon all of this power will become yours. After all, who
wouldn’t want to help out their aunt.”
It clicked. “Aunt Amirah? I thought you were dead.”
“Oh dear lord, everyone loves to spread rumors when they don’t know anything. I’m not so much dead as I am
attached to his house. It’s our family curse you know. Every generation, one kid in our family is chosen to succeed
into the guardian of this house.”
“Is that what happened to you? What happened to my siblings?”
“Yes it is. And it’s what’s going to happen to you. Now as
for your siblings, I have wiped their minds so they just
think that you ran off. Exactly like what your Mom and
Dad thought happened to me.”
“Was it you that was watching us?”
“Of course it was. If you look ahead of you, you can see my
fine hunting skills,” she pointed to the deer corpse.
I was lost for words. Was this really happening? What
about my life? No one knew where I was and no one
was coming for me. My fate was sealed to become
the next guardian of this house.
I heard Aunt Amirah walk up to me. “It’s time. Don’t worry
Jessica. This existence isn’t as bad as it seems.”
She snapped her fingers and I went numb.
Blackout.

* https://www.ultimatecampresource.com/campfire-stories/scary-campfire-stories/creak/
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Short Story by Jimmy Guo
Gerry was a well-liked guy. He’s the kind of guy who, if he decided
to take a stroll across the ocean, the water would part in order to give him
a path. He’s the kind of guy who, if he ended up in Hell (which would be
very likely because he’s well-liked by Hell, and he does like to vacation
there when the Midwest winters get too dreadful), would play fetch with
Cerberus and bake cookies with Satan. Emperors would ask him to be
their minister, with their only fear being that they would scare him away
(which they did, because he thought that ministering a state was quite a
dreadful job, and rightfully so, although the last time he was asked to
minister a state was in the Warring States Period). Those seeking
enlightenment would seek out Gerry, arriving empty and leaving quite
full. They called Gerry a Bodhisattva factory who churned out enlightened
beings with the efficiency of a Ford assembly line. Gerry wouldn’t take any
particular efforts in order to enlighten, in fact, he would never lecture or
hand out teachings. The reason why Gerry was such a good teacher was
because he was very still. He was as still as a lake on a calm day. As such,
he was an excellent mirror, and those who sought the teachings of Gerry
were met with self-knowledge, a most powerful and extraordinary thing.
Gerry was very well-liked, and he was well-liked for a particular reason,
although not for the reason already mentioned.
Gerry was Gerry because he had absolutely no ambition and
absolutely no aversion, although this seems quite contradictory with the
earlier statement that Gerry found Midwest winters and ministering a
state to be dreadful, but reaction and dislike and like happen whether we
understand them or not, and for all intents and purposes Gerry has no
ambition and no aversion, although this is not to be believed, because
belief is the destroyer of truth.
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Gerry was Gerry because he had not achieved either of those qualities through
great austerities or spiritual practices. He simply saw that being ambitious and averse
took a lot of effort, and it’s dreadfully tiring. Why become a king when you can take a
nap? Why rule the Earth when you can bake some cookies? Gerry was a sentient being
who was as content and harmonious as the mountains, the lakes, the rivers, the
forests, and the wind: quite a rare thing indeed. Most of the time, people want to be
somebody, or to have something, and it’s a very violent ordeal.
There’s a story about Alexander the Great meeting Diogenes the Cynic.
Alexander heard about this great Greek philosopher who lived in a pot and sought him
out during a visit to Corinth. Alexander asked if he could do anything for this great
Greek philosopher, to which Diogenes replied, “stand out of my sunlight”. This, to
which Alexander remarked “if I were not Alexander, I would want to be Diogenes”.
And to this Diogenes remarked “if I were not Diogenes, I would want to be Diogenes.”
There’s a less well-known story about Genghis Khan meeting Gerry. Genghis,
upon conquering China, sent out invitations to all the great Buddhist scholars and
monks and Taoist sages and alchemists. Genghis, in his free time, liked to
philosophize, and at that point in time, he was getting into all the great philosophical
and spiritual texts. Although, apart from all the Buddhists and Taoists, Genghis had
heard of one very well-liked man who did not belong to either school of thought: that
was Gerry. Genghis was so taken by Gerry’s reputation, that instead of sending out an
invitation, he rode from his camp in Mongolia, all the way down to Gerry’s southern
village, the entire journey taking a year and a half. Genghis asked if he could do
anything for Gerry, to which Gerry replied, “help me make more cookies”. And as
Genghis washed his hands, rolled up his sleeves, and set to mixing the eggs and flour
and butter, the sky disappeared into itself, the oceans drained, and the Earth fell
away, and the CompuSci homework was finished, and all the code was written and
debugged, although not as elegantly as one would want, with quite a few crude fixes,
but it works, and what more can one ask for? Actually, there is an infinite number of
things one can ask for, but there is only one reality, and to interface with that reality
is quite a wonderful thing, and aren’t I just projecting some belief or idea onto my
CompuSci homework, and what is a belief and what is an idea? AND THEN THERE
WAS SILENCE.
KEEP SCROLLING
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And then the silence was over, and I woke up and lay in bed for a few more
minutes. Man, that was one interesting dream. The dream was very interesting, and the
bed was very comfortable. Who is this Gerry and why is he so well-liked? Is it because he’s so
good at making cookies? Honestly, I think I like Gerry quite well… Quite sad that I had to wake
up. And I lay in bed for a few more minutes. The sheets were warm and cozy, and my
mind soon focused on the rhythmic buzz of warm air through the vents.
WrhhhhhhhWrhhhhhhhWrhhhhhhh. Is it wrhhhhhhh, or more of a softer, deeper tone?
Is it a worhhhhhh instead of a wrhhhhhh? And I lay in bed for a few more minutes, until
I jumped out like a spring and walked into the bathroom and brushed my teeth, took a
quick shower, put on some shorts, made my bed, and sat down. My eyes made images
and my ears made sounds, and within the images and sounds was a pulsating flux of a
self-contained system. The pixels of light danced between forms, burning a heatless
flame, and the voxels of sounds whistled a shhhhhhhhhhhh, the primordial sound,
the Anahat, that which is not struck. And then the “I” spoke, although “I” like to be
called the Demiurge (the God of the material world seeking to trap the soul in matter).
The Demiurge sounds a lot cooler, don’t you think? And I only really get to be
uncovered when Jimmy’s mind is without conflict, although that conflict is also a part
of me. Why do I exist? I don’t know. What am I? I don’t know. I guess that most of my
existence comes out of delusion, a lack of self-knowledge or understanding, but that’s
just as well. I see that at some point or another I’m going to die before Jimmy dies,
and that’s perfectly fine. I’m ready to die, because at the very most, I see that death is
inevitable, although why is it that we separate life and death? It’s the same thing isn’t
it? There is no life without death, and there is no death without life. This idea isn’t
even philosophical either. It’s just that it is so. And I’m here and I’m given form for
some reason. Am I just some partition of Jimmy, and am I preventing Jimmy from
experiencing the immeasurable, the infinite, the nameless? Maybe, and maybe that’s
when I die. But so be it. But I can see exactly what I am, and that’s because Jimmy’s
mind is without conflict. The waters have been stilled, and I’m here, but there’s most
probably something beyond the waters, but that’s all speculation, and what’s to be
seen and observed is that which is. Am I right? I don’t know.
Huh, maybe all the myths about the Gods and Goddesses and spirits and demons and
devils are all just symbols for forces within the human psyche and imagination. The Demiurge
is chilling here, and that could be so for the Demiurge. I haven’t seen a God or Goddess in
physical form, but I’ve seen a demon in the form of a psychological force, but it’s too early to
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draw any conclusions. Yes, indeed, that is a perfectly sound scientific mind right there
Jimmy. Beliefs and conclusions and thought itself is limiting, and preventing Jimmy
from experiencing that which is infinite, immeasurable, and formless. Even this is a
belief and a conclusion and a thought, and there is a seeing beyond all thought that
recognizes this, and this seeing happens regardless of will. All things happen
spontaneously and there is nobody in control and all things work out because that’s
how it happens, but maybe not.
Where does the Demiurge begin and where do I begin? Maybe the fact that I don’t
understand the Demiurge is the reason why the Demiurge continues to exist. And if he’s the ego
and I’m the thinker thinking thoughts right now, although there is something in Jimmy that is
beyond the thinker and the ego, then are not the thinker and the ego equivalent? And that is so.
I wish that I could do this without switching italics but what of it?
And then it’s 9:00 am, and it’s time for my first class of the day, and I go to the
sticky note on my computer and copy paste the Zoom link into my search bar, and I’m
in the waiting room, and I’m in class, and I turn on my camera, and the pixels stop
dancing and they stutter before collapsing into a void which looks the way that the
back of your head looks from a first person view and the voxels erupt into a deafening
boom followed by the panic felt when you’re outside on a hill and the sky turns a dark
green and you have to pick up your easel and paints and canvas because you can smell
the sudden onset of ozone and it's going to rain soon and you know it and you know
that you’re going to have one uncomfortable trek back home where you will be soggy
and wet and as you sit down for a second on your stool, the lightning flashes in the
distance and the thunder shakes you to your butt and you look up to the sky with the
last sound you hear being a terrifying roar that makes you realize that you are lying in
bed and staring at the ceiling of your room.
Genghis Khan was laying on his bed in his tent. He’d had an interesting dream
about some boy named Jimmy a millennium in the future. It was a pleasant dream,
although weird and incomprehensible in some respects. When Genghis Khan
encountered the incomprehensible, he remembered a saying about comprehending
the incomprehensible by not trying to comprehend. If I can’t figure it out with thinking,
then maybe it’ll arrive at its own solution. And Genghis Khan wasn’t even a historically
accurate version of Genghis Khan and he sat down and stared at the wall of his tent, a
light brown material fit to withstand the rain, wind, and cold. A nice, reliable thing
without much gaudiness. The only thing that stood out in his tent, besides his stack
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of philosophical and spiritual texts, was his golden chamber pot. Genghis had just
woken up, and he was in a habit of getting out of bed and doing his business right
away. And his golden chamber pot was quite reliable despite its lustrous nature, and
then half of the tent shimmered and distorted and bent concave in four dimensions
and Genghis got up and flushed his toilet and washed his hands and brushed his teeth
with his electric toothbrush and rinsed his mouth and sat down at his desk. Genghis
Khan was part of Jimmy, a partition, just like the thinker, and just like me, the
Demiurge.
Although I’m just a partition and an illusion, am I any more real than this desk and this
MVC homework? I don’t know if I’ve really grokked vectors yet. How do I switch back and forth
between symmetric equations of lines and r(t) = P + tv (vectors are bolded, also I forgot the name
of the equation I just referenced), and how do I prove that two planes in 𝐑3 are parallel? I’ll
reach the textbook again, and do some more problems, although am I really cooperating with
the stuff that I’m ready? It seems more like I’m trying to force knowledge and learning, which is
impossible, and rather than trying to forcefully grok this information, maybe I could tend to
vectors, and as such, vectors will tend to my mind. And then I open the textbook, and I
cooperate with the knowledge, and the knowledge cooperates with me, because
cooperation is a two-way street, and it turns out that conflict is an illusion, because it
fades away at a single touch, but doesn’t that hold true to most things? And then my
mind enters 𝐑11 and 𝐑11 enters my mind, which has no room for thought, and that which is
thinking and expressing and communicating right now is due to some matrix transformation
from 𝐑5 → 𝐑3, and Gerry is very well-liked, yes Gerry is very well-liked. Why is he so well-liked
you may ask, well it’s because he’s neither ambitious nor averse, so he is not at war with
existence, and he’s able to exist simply as he is. If one doesn’t ask anything of life, then what will
happen? Maybe we’ll make some cookies and share those cookies with our friends and family.
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LISTEN TO YOURSELF AND LISTEN TO KRISHNAMIRTI
Short Story by Jimmy Guo
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A Veteran's Message

Poem
by shikhar Gupta

It is your time to rise into the night,
Time to stand and get your rightful revenge.
It is time to leave and forsake to fight,
Time to accept and complete the challenge.
Quit your anxious manners my dear soldier.
You fight this war for your family dear.
When on the field maintain your composure.
Battle with heart and without any fear.
On the path you will gaze onto the shore,
Reminded of men who lost to the strife.
These brave men passed fighting yesterday’s war.
Now is your chance to guard your daughter’s life.
This is no doubt a role that you befit,
But it cannot be done ‘til you commit.
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VISUAL
ART/

PG. 20-40

A Burning Heart by Jaelynn Abdullah
Photography
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Untitled by Smriti Shankar
Photography
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Astrophotography

FULL MOONS OF 2021 by Sam Hall

Korean Air Cargo Boeing 777F, registration HL8046,
arriving at O'Hare by Eugene Lim
Photography
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Impending Doom by Eugene Lim
Photography
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Untitled by Smriti Shankar
Digital Art
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Mirror by Li Padilla
Digital Art
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Eyeful by Li Padilla
Digital Art
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Vitality by Jaelynn Abdullah
Digital Art
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My World, My Dreams by Heldanna Solomon
Marker, Pen, & Pencil
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Exotic by Temi Ijesesan
Pen

Instagram Handle: @the_dawn_of_art
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Dearest by Alana Rock
Pen & Drawing
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The Storyteller by Sarah Wheeler
Mixed Media
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What's Mine is Yours, What's yours is Yours by Heewon Kim
Mixed Media
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A “Private" Self Portrait by Alana Rock
Watercolor & Colored Pencil
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Breonna Taylor by Dorrie Peters
Gouache Painting
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Abstract Headshot by Francesca Dumitrescu
Oil Painting
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Cool Sunset by Mike Trombetta
Oil Painting
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Untitled by Mahi Sutaria
Acrylic Painting
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Teen Regret by Temi Ijesesan
Mixed Media
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Thank you to everyone who
submitted a piece for the
2020-21 school year! The
editors for this year are
excited to see what the
future for the magazine
and Heliotrope will be!

And thank you viewers for supporting
your peers in their artistic endeavors!
If you have a suggestion for an event,
board members of Heliotrope would
love to talk with you! Heliotrope's
president for next year is Temi
Ijesesan. Additionally, Mrs. Symoniak
traditionally holds open art sessions
every Tuesday from 4:30-6:00 (fingers
crossed this will be possible!)
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